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Rhymes – lottery/memory game made by 5 year olds 

(pictures of the Icelandic version on the next page) 

What you need: 

 A4 carton paper in light color (as thick as you can put in the laminator machine)  

 Colors to draw rhyme pictures 

 Laminator machine and plastic  

 Scissors 

 Basket for the cards  

 

What to do: 

 Make squares in the computer (I made them 8x8 cam)  

 Print them out on the A4 carton paper and cut the frames 

 The kids draw rhyme pictures (one in each frame)  

 Put the cards in plastic and through the laminator machine 

 

The game: 

 If you play this as a memory game the cards are arranged in rows with the pictures 

dowm. The kids drag two cards and have to pair rhymes.  

 If you play this as a bingo you take away one part of the rhymes and devide the other 

cards between the players. They arrange them like a bingo card. The reader drags 

one card at a time and reads f.e. house. The kids look at their cards and see if they 

have something rhyming with house (f.e. mouse) The one who has the rhyme puts 

the card on top of his rhyme facing down. The winner is the one first filling his „card“ 

with rhymes.  

 

Note: 

 I worked this with two groups of five year olds. First we looked at many rhyme 

pictures and paired rhymes. Each kid then choosed four to five rhymes they wanted 

to draw. Then each kid drew their rhymes and we helped eache other with the 

laminator machine. Because we made two sets of rhymes one set was a gift to the 

class with three and four year old kids. 
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